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	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  List: 	  

 
Drums:   Standard setup 
FX:   Random FX  Mono DI  
Bass Amp:  Varies in type   Mic (+ 1 DI if line is used.)   
GTR Amp:   Twin-Reverb   Mic  
Synth/FX:  Arpeggio  Mono DI 
Electric Organ: Dist/clean  Mono DI  
Stagepiano:  Roland 700 NX  Stereo DI (Has Native DIs also for xlr connection) 
EWI:   Electric wind inst. Mono DI 
Doublebass:  Though bass amp 
 
Total Number of DI’s: 6  (7 if line is used from bass amp)  
    
MIC 3:  Lead Vocals  
MIC 2:  2. Vocals  
MIC 3:  2. Vocals and also used for melodica or misc. effects   
 
Mon-Extra: If you have more monitors we can use them. Depends on the size of the stage.  
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Quick Guide to music style and preferences.  
 
This music is progressive, epic rock music. Our common task is to create a massive wall of sound. 
The music is dynamic, ranging from calm to aggressive, but must never be quiet. 
It must be loud. That is an absolute necessity.   
All instruments should have an equal role in the soundscape.  
The lead vocal is primarily sung in mic 1. It may occur that mic 2 is used for lead vocals as well, 
if Martin decides to sing away from the piano.  Mic 2 and 3, apart from this, should be tuned for 
backing and subtle instrumentation.   
Depending on the stage size, Tue will also talk to the audience in mic 2. 
The vocals require a nice “full body” reverb. An advice for the lead vocal is to raise it around 
10khz for clarity and using fairly heavy compression, since the vocal styles can vary quite a lot 
dynamically. We strongly recommend that the relevant parties listen to the music before the sound 
check depending on how tight the schedule is.     

 
Monitoring:  Everyone needs to be able to hear all instruments. A nice, full, loud sound on stage 
will increase overall happiness and performance.  
 
All the best - LISERSTILLE  
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- Accommodation with shower 
- Beers (local is nice) 
- Food, NO chili please (meat is nice)  
- Doom (Railgun is nice) 

 
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to contact us at +45 21459484 or tue@liserstille.dk 

 

LOOKING FORWARD TO VISIT YOUR VENUE! 

 
Best, LISERSTILLE 

 
 


